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ACCOUNTING & FINANCE
A guide to Automation in Finance for the Chief Financial Officer

Audit and Control
CoreIntegrator is software that
automates business processes
by following the rules and
procedures that you establish.
For each person that acts on a
document within a given
process, a complete history of
their actions are recorded. The
rules based “workflow”
ensures that the right people
are involved for the right
conditions for each task to be
completed.

Budget
Management
Cash flow and budget
management for many
organizations becomes an
after-the-fact function.
Solutions for purchase
requisitions that compare
buying requests directly to
realtime budget balances
keeps spending in line. It also
ensures these requests are
reviewed and approved PRIOR
to committing company
dollars. This also protects the
company from fraudulent
invoices and improves the
process for paying vendors in
a timely manner.
Accounting & Finance Solutions

Chief Financial Officer
Managing the financial actions of the company is only part of the
growing responsibilities of the CFO. Responsible for cash flow,
financial planning, budgeting and reporting as well as many other
duties as the overall head of accounting and finance. With these
expanding roles, the need for additional staﬀ is virtually
inevitable - or is it?
To accomplish many of the important tasks in the finance and
accounting department requires people. Sometimes there are
many people doing data entry, entering transactions, journal
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entries, payables, chasing down people to approve invoices,
vendor management including new vendors with proper
verification checks, W9 forms and so on.
Today there is a growing concern over fraudulent invoicing, email
hacking falsely authorizing wire transfers and the always present
task of preventing duplicate payments. These alone can cost
companies hundreds of thousands of dollars each year if not
properly protected. On top of that, the manual process for
preparing an invoice for payment can cost as much as $20 per
invoice.

Journal Entries
An important but time
consuming process is the
Journal Entry. It is often a
month end rush to make
proper adjustments and
entries for proper reporting.
This can become an
automated and almost
keyless process for repeated
entries. Between auto
creation of Journal Entries
and advanced Excel
integration, and electronic
review and approval CoreIntegrator can save your
team hours each and every
month.

Invoice Processing
One of the most labor
intensive processes is the
preparation, coding and
approval of invoices. More
than any other automated
solution, A/P automation can
provide one of the fastest
ROI’s around. Learn more
about how CoreIntegrator
can streamline your entire
payables process.
Accounting & Finance Solutions

CoreIntegrator oﬀers a number of solutions that will help make
your team more productive by automating many of these tasks,
eliminating data entry and by enforcing electronic controls to
prevent fraudulent payments. A few examples for targeted
improvement come from:
- Invoice Processing for both PO and Non PO invoices
- Purchase Requests with Budget Control
- Vendor Management
- Check Requests
- Journal Entries
This solution briefing is intended to highlight a few of the key
areas where technology can help you reduce not only the
operational costs within your department, but to make sure
policies and procedures are followed and enforced company wide.
For more details and information, contact us below.

For More Information:
CoreIntegrator is a leading software solution provider for the
Finance and Accounting departments in organizations around the
world. Find out more on the web at: www.coreintegrator.com or
send us an email at: info@coreintegrator.com. For U.S. based
companies, call us direct at 570-964-5380.
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